
























































































































Document Request 

A formal document request should be disclosed to the Board and that is the purpose of this brief. No action 
is required by the Board, staff is making no recommendation for a change of course or further discussion. 

Mr. Angeli, a Wyndham resident with interest in the power corridor, called staff on 9/16/19 and spoke 
extensively about the responses he received from the former CDD attorney Andrea Zelman. He took issue 
with Ms. Zelman's response to him that the CDD taking over maintenance and management of the power 
corridor would be fiscally irresponsible, stating to staff that was never his question. 

It seemed imprudent and not of particular use to mention that it was Mr. Angeli's own email to Ms. Zelman 
on 8/19/19 to which she was replying. Staff spoke with him and made a note to file - see attached. 

On 9/19/19 Mr. Angeli appeared at the CDD office and provided staff with what appears to be an improper 
/ not actionable request for documentation: 

The note purported to be a FOIA request (applies only to Federal agencies) and Sunshine Law 
request (in a form that does apply to the CDD) 
The note requested a document that does not exist, eg a "screenshot" 
The note requested a a screenshot of language that was never used, eg requested screenshot of slide 
that stated "fiscally irresponsible". The term was not used on any slide, that language is a quote 
from Ms. Zelman's email to Mr. Angeli. 

Despite the fact that the proper response to this request would have been a simple statement "no document 
responsive to this request exists"; staff acted under the general guidance of the Board that every attempt 
should be made to respond to resident requests and staff made a screenshot of the actual slide, signed and 
dated it and gave it to him while he waited. 

Staff does not think that it will serve any purpose to mention this at the meeting. Mr. Angeli would most 
likely be embarrassed by publishing the facts associated with this request. 

The (1) note to file, (2) a copy of the email on this matter, (3) the document request and (4) the 
screenshot reply follow. 






























